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socialist honeymoon chinese people republic
union soviet socialist republics very short

separation proceedings seem initiated
chinese 1954 peking published map china unre-
deemed showing areas new rulers felt
legitimate territorial aspirations 1 china made bold under-
standablestandable claim much southeast asia considerable areas

india pakistan mountain states nepal sikkim
bhutan surprising item map com-

munist china obvious desire readjust border
soviet union existing between russian chinese
empires 1840 deeply rooted chinese resentment imperial
russia territorial encroachmentsencroachments nineteenth century
prevailed bonds ideology perhaps
soviet union while inveighinginveiglinginveigh ing against imperialism loath

renounce inherited benefits sino soviet relations
deteriorated broad hint map since rein-
forced blunt denunciations treaties settling
present boundary 2

growing rift between two countries received
effective scholarly attention political historical
economic viewpoints little work done
geographical viewpoint 3 brief indication geographical
nature disputed border areas germane discussion

dr grey assistant professor geography brigham young university
horiuchi assistant professor geography member

asian studies committee asian research institute brigham young uni-
versityversity

eor redrawn copy map see new york times september 10 1963
see page 158

ibid see issue september 14 1963
recent geographical works sino soviet frontier

sees zone tension transmuted cooperation
through cementing power ideology see W douglas jackson russo
chinese borderlands princeton new jersey D van nostrand company
1962 p 110
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sino soviet rift essay endeavors shed
light rift priprimarilymarily examining thesis among

causal factors soviet chinese attitudes toward space
area
these attitudes may best described reference

now unfashionable ideas nineteenth century german
geographer friedrich ratzel strongly influenced new

intellectually fascinating biological theories darwin
ratzel saw state area relationships organic terms con
geries organic states world like organisms
ought develop according laws natural selection each
state seen competing space living room
viable state being successful acquisition
territory condition frontier sensitive peripheral
organ living state seen reflect health
state developing thesis ratzel formulated seven laws

state growth 4 these ideas developed warped
fashion geopolitikgeopolhik third reich considerable
odium attached them strips away

biologicalbiologic symbolism remembers ratzel
wrote during vigorous period western european

russian imperial growth clearly seen ratzel
seven laws state growth reality empirical descrip-
tions ways imperial states grow

even brief study soviet union communist
china light ratzel observations shows definite
correspondence between activities these two powers
those former colonial powers impetus state
growth recent times come communism external
stimulus new growing culture associated com-
munism expanded space missionary commercial
activities abroad followed political expansion

territory weaker states successful expansion
whetted appetites still greater expansion criteria frankly
stated age imperialism respectable two
primary communist powers may classed imperialist
powers

discussion ratzel ideas seven laws state growth may
found texts polpoipoliticaltical geography example see lewis M

alexander world political patternsPat remstems 2nd ed chicago rand mcnally &

1963 ppap 18 19
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being imperialist powers soviet union communist
china especially sensitive conditions frontiers
both countries publicized intentions world domination

course involve further territorial expansion
these countries now face another boundary
each expressed demonstrated desire expand
border represents juxtaposition competing aims situa-
tion now contributing sinosine soviet rift tension along

boundary zone lessened ostensibly common
ideology neither state views projected communist
world leader itself moreover these border
tensions while may stimulated vigorous national-
ism engendered communism stem primarily aims
resentmentspresentmentsresent ments part iconography 5

each state thanathang century sensitive border
represents confrontation competing ambitions

greatly different cultures historically conditioned
responses emanating respective corelandscorelands these bor-
der tensions may cause effect diverging
paths communism chosen two states

while territorial expansion represents power pres-
tige both countries very important matters states
aspire leadership communist world expansion

urgent geographical underpinnings chinese iconog-
raphy whether red china subscribes openly
concepts geopolitik japanese variants size
population land use patterns tend resurrect
ghost legensLehenslebensraumrahmraumfahm

land hunger appears behind chinese
intransigence otherwise seems odd chinese
deliberately jeopardize relationship soviets
whom ideologically identified against west
peking must cognizant once claim openly
made fully publicized hardly back down
relinquish whether concessions proved logical

prudent yielding issue brand peking
proverbial paper tiger why china place herself

iconography convenient piece jargon introduced geographer
jean gottman cover complex ideas traditions flag
constitution crown form part nation self image
condition national action
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difficult position perhaps partly understood
reference land population relationship within
country

despite unreliability statistics large areas
china careful student infer good deal land
use study climatic physiographic soil maps indicates

little fourth country physical
conditions suited agricultural exploitation land

potentially suited agriculture does mean
used communist source gives estimated cultivated area
206000000 acres 1932 255000000 acres 1946 re-
cently reported communist agricultural program

expanded tilled area approximately 300000000
acres 6 figure taken alone meaningless con-
sidered population figure approximately 750000000
people means 0.40404 acre tilled land
per person double even triple cropping
favored locations average chinese expect little bare
subsistence even good crop year adding woesboes

incredibly high nutritional density fact much
productive land subject natural disasters

drought river flooding devastating typhoon damage
pressure subsistence production shown further

demographic patterns eighty percent china people
live farm villages market towns seventy five
percent china gainfully employed directly indirectly

agricultural pursuits 7 dependence large propor-
tion population soil reinforces red china
spatial problems furthermore china population static

every year estimated 15000000 persons being added
already staggering total food resources severely

taxed
china leaders aware geographical insufficien-

cies much internal external policy conditioned
leaders interpretation geography red china

wants land thus boundary simply line
shifting zone contact exists temporary phenome-

non landscape ought move response

norton ginsburg ed pattern asia englewood cliffs NJ
prentice hall 1958 p 171

abidibid1bid
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state needs frontier area peripheral organ
state reflects growth strength changes
same

influence power prestige geographic pressure
china attitude towards space clearly shown

southeast asia brief reference area offers partial
clue sino soviet rift chinese feel area
part sphere influence intervention
meddling soviets seen direct threat peking
position interests moreover 10000000 over-
seas chinese settled southeast asia thoroughly
diffused economic structure control money lending

rice marketing ties bind china
area strong soviet operations here bound

elicit strong reaction peking thus expansionist
policies moscow peking cause friction places

common boundary
very important china fact countries

southeast asia relatively rich agricultural industrial
resources light these countries under-
populated irrawaddy sittangsitting chao phrayakhraya mekong
drainage basins long produced rice surpluses
respective states nearly 25000000 tons rice produced
here annually substantial proportion being available

export 8 addition finds here maize copra pulses
rubber well minerals tin bauxite iron ore

although present production agricultural products
very desirable chinese aware much greater pro-
duction possible land now being cropped once

year used produce two cases three crops year
production available china

agricultural surpluses enable pay at-
tention much cherished industrial sector

however even brief examination geography
soviet territory claimed peking shows territory
relatively remote unprofitable 1954 map claims

made rather extensive territory along amur
drainage including soviet maritime area territory
extending beyond sinkiangSinkiang lake balkash including outer

united nations statistical yearbook 1964 ppap 132136132 136
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mongolia area claimed along sino soviet border
500000 square miles 10000000 inhabitants

nevertheless boundary claims against moscow
serious open clashes having taken place especial-
ly noted regarding fishing amur where tiny island
hsia heitzuhueitzu middle fork where two tributariestributaries
meet object claims counterclaimscounterclaims 9 infiltra-
tion both ways across border sinkiangSinkiang region

noted
why china make these claims spoil rela-

tionshiptionship communist partner then matter
logic iconography imperially minded power
common soviet union communist china feels need

expand these opposing desires common boundary
bound create friction condition exacer-

bated however chinese views territory conditioned
geography china land terms living space

productivity crucial without remedying land space de-
ficiencyficiency china even manpower reserves remain
vulnerable critical margin subsistence means
may unable sustain power period long enough
attain objectives viewed felt need
space much what seems dangerous almost irrational
least becomes understandable altitudeattitudeaititude toward space

part china iconography applied even though
does completely suit geographical circumstances
sino soviet border

note see map page 158 issue

interview professor koretadakoretakaKoretada sakamoto tokyo foreign language
university lith november 1965 professor sakamoto japan leading expert

inner asia particularly mongolia
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